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Abstract. Reference models are a widely accepted means to facilitate
reusable information system and organizational design. At present, be-
sides domain knowledge, the configuration of reference models requires
a thorough understanding of both the reference model and the language
it is captured in. This hinders the involvement of domain experts with-
out specialized modeling background, in the configuration of reference
models. In this paper, we propose a questionnaire-driven approach to
reference model configuration which abstracts away from the modeling
language. For illustration, we show how this approach can be applied to
reference process models captured in the Configurable EPC notation. To
demonstrate its applicability, the proposal has been implemented as a
toolset that guides users through the configuration process by means of
a form-based interface.
Key words: reference model, business process configuration, interactive
questionnaire, Configurable EPC
1 Introduction
The benefits of reference models for Information Systems (IS) and organizational
design are widely accepted in theory and practice [7]. The main objective is to
streamline the development of individual models based on the reuse of complex
and well-designed artifacts [8]. The use of reference models can facilitate the
modeling process, thus lowering problems of time and cost [16]. This has led to
the emergence of a number of reference models for specific domains such as IT
service management (ITIL) [20] or supply chain management (SCOR) [19].
However, the process of configuring a reference model to the demands of an
organization requires the user to have a thorough understanding of both the
domain and the modeling language the reference model has been constructed
in. They must be capable of estimating the impact of configuration decisions on
the model. Consequently, the user who carries out the configuration must not
only be a domain expert but also be skilled in reading and adapting reference
models. This assumption is unrealistic in application domains where users are
unfamiliar with modeling notations.
To facilitate the configuration of reference models we propose a questionnaire-
driven approach based on the representation of choices and their dependencies.
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Via so-called facts that represent answers, the questions are linked to variation
points in reference models. The user, therefore, does not have to directly deal
with the reference model anymore. Questions are expressed in natural language
and can be answered by domain experts without extensive knowledge of the
underlying reference model. The only major assumption made is that questions
have a finite or discretized domain of possible answers. This assumption allows
the models to be efficiently analyzed in order to prevent the user from entering
conflicting responses to subsequent questions.
In this paper we show how this approach can be applied to configuring
reference process models. In particular, we target real configuration scenarios,
where complex and intricate interdependencies may render model-based con-
figurations unacceptably arduous. To demonstrate this, we have formalized a
mapping between our approach and Configurable Event-driven Process Chains
(C-EPCs) [15]. C-EPC is a notation that allows modelers to explicitly define
variation points and was therefore found suitable to show how questions can
be linked to these variation points. C-EPCs have also been used to construct
a reference process model that serves as a working example for this research.
In order to illustrate how the configuration process can be simplified and auto-
mated, the presented concepts have been implemented as a toolset that guides
users through the configuration process by means of a form-based interface.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly
describe C-EPCs. We then introduce a working example and demonstrate how
the formalized approach to questionnaire-driven configuration can be applied.
We further show how the automated configuration has been implemented in-
cluding the mapping between C-EPC and interactive questionnaires. The paper
concludes with related work and an outlook including our future research agenda.
2 Background: Configurable Event-driven Process Chains
Event Driven Process Chains (EPCs) [9, 1] are a widely used modeling language
whose main components are events, functions, connectors and arcs linking these
elements. Events represent triggers or conditions, functions correspond to tasks,
and connectors denote splits and joins of type AND, OR or XOR.
C-EPCs extend EPCs by providing a means to explicitly represent variability
in EPC reference process models. This is achieved by identifying a set of variation
points (configurable nodes) in the model, to which possible values (alternatives)
can be assigned, as well as constraints to restrict the combination of allowed
values. By configuring each variation point to exactly one value among the ones
allowed, it is possible to derive an EPC model from the starting C-EPC.
Variation points are nodes of type function or connector, highlighted in bold
in the model. Configurable functions can be set as included (ON ), excluded
(OFF ) or conditionally skipped (OPT ). The first two alternatives allow one
to decide a priori whether to keep or permanently discard the function; the
last option permits the deferral of this choice to run-time, where the execution
of the function can be skipped on an instance-by-instance basis. Configurable
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connectors can only be mapped to equally or less expressive connector types.
Consequently, a configurable AND-connector can only be mapped to a regular
AND-connector. A configurable XOR can be set to a regular XOR or to an
outgoing/incoming sequence SEQn of events and functions (where n is the node
starting the sequence). A configurable OR can be mapped to a regular OR, XOR,
AND or to a single sequence. Moreover, configuration requirements formalize
constraints over the values of variation points, whilst configuration guidelines
express advices and industry best practices to aid the configuration process.
They are both expressed in the form of logical predicates and depicted as notes
attached to the variation points involved. Only requirements are mandatory and
must hold in order for a configuration to be valid. Finally, a partial order over
variation points can be defined as a suggested order for configuring the nodes of
the model.
The following definitions formalize the above concepts and closely follow [15]:
Definition 1 (Configurable EPC). A configurable EPC is a ten-tuple C-EPC
= (E,F,C, l, A, FC , CC , OC , RC , GC) where:
– E,F,C, l and A refer to standard EPC sets of events, functions, connectors,
a mapping to define a label AND, XOR, or OR for each connector, and arcs,
– FC ⊆ F is the set of configurable functions,
– CC ⊆ C is the set of configurable connectors,
– OC ⊆ (FC ∪CC)× (FC ∪CC) is a partial order over the configurable nodes,
– RC is the set of configuration requirements,
– GC is the set of configuration guidelines.
Definition 2 (Partial Order for Connectors). The partial order ≤C is de-
fined on CT ∪ CTS where CT = {AND ,OR,XOR} is the set of connector
types and CTS = {SEQn | n ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C} is the set of sequence operators.
≤C= {(n, n) | n ∈ CT} ∪ {(XOR,OR), (AND ,OR)} ∪ CTS × {XOR,OR}.
The partial order ≤C is used to determine, by restriction, the set of values each
configurable connector can be mapped to. For example XOR ≤C OR implies the
second configurable connector type can be mapped to the first connector type.
A configuration is a mapping that links a configurable node to an allowed
value, according to the node type. It also ensures that a sequence can be chosen
as value, only if it is an incoming branch for a configurable join-connector, or an
outgoing branch for a configurable split-connector.
Definition 3 (Configuration lC). Let C-EPC = (E,F,C, l, A, FC , CC , OC ,
RC , GC) be a configurable EPC. The mapping lC ∈ (FC → {ON ,OFF ,OPT})∪
(CC → CT ∪ CTS ) is a configuration of C-EPC iff for each c ∈ CC :
– lC(c) ≤C l(c),
– if c ∈ CJ and lC(c) = SEQn for some n ∈ E ∪F ∪C, then (n, c) ∈ A, where
CJ is the set of join connectors,
– if c ∈ CS and lC(c) = SEQn for some n ∈ E ∪F ∪C, then (c, n) ∈ A, where
CS is the set of split connectors.
When the above requirements are met, we write validC−EPC (lC), or simply
valid(lC) if from the context the C-EPC involved is clear.
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3 Working Example
As part of a research effort focusing on business process management for the
Post-Production phase in the screen business, we developed a C-EPC reference
process model [17]. An extract of this model is presented in Fig. 1 and will be
used as working example throughout the paper.
Function
Tape shoot 
finished
Film shoot 
finished
Prepare tape 
for edit
Prepare film
for edit
Offline
Online suite 
cut
V
Film-based 
cut
V
Post-
production 
finished
Footage 
prepared
for edit
Edit finished
Pre-editing
Editing
Post-editing
(OR4 'SEQ4a' Tape finish = 'OFF')
⇒ New media finish = 'ON'
Requirement 7
1
2
3
4
5
Telecine transfer = 'ON' ⇔
(OR2 = 'SEQ2b'  (Tape finish = 'ON'
New media finish = 'ON'))
Requirement 5
SEQ4a SEQ4b
SEQ2a SEQ2b
SEQ1a SEQ1b
(Telecine transfer = 'ON'
Tape Finish = 'ON')
⇒ (OR4 'AND' OR4 'SEQ4a')
Requirement 6
Requirement 4
Record D. F. Master = 'ON'
⇔ (OR2 'SEQ2a'
(OR4 'AND' OR4 'SEQ4b'))
Film finishTape finish
Telecine 
transfer
V
V
Record Digital 
Film Master
Requirement 3
(OR2 'AND' OR2 'SEQ2b') ⇒
(OR4 'AND' OR4 'SEQ4b')
V
Requirement 1
OR1 = 'SEQ1a' ⇒ OR2 = 'SEQ2a'
New media 
finish
OR3 OR2
Requirement 2
Requirement 8
OR5 OR4
V Logic OR
Configurable 
Function
V Configurable OR
Configurable
RequirementEvent
2a 2b
1a 1b
4a 4b
Fig. 1. The Post-Processing reference process model example.
Post-Production aims at the edit and technical completion of a screen business
project and encompasses three main steps: pre-edit, edit and post-edit. In the
first phase the footage arriving from the shooting is prepared for editing by
synchronizing audio and video. The shooting format can be tape, film, or both
media. Of the two, film results in a more costly operation as special treatments
are required, for making it visible and permanent. The choice of the medium is
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modeled in the C-EPC example via configurable connector OR1, which can be
set to the value SEQ1a for tape, SEQ1b for film, or AND for both.
The first activity of the edit phase is the Offline (function Offline in the
model), where the main creative editing part is carried out on a low resolution
medium. This is followed by the cut stage, where the editing decisions previously
taken are committed in a high quality format. The cut can be Film-based or car-
ried out in an Online Suite, according to the format of the shooting media. This
variability is achieved in the model by configuring OR2 and OR3 to just one of
the two branches (SEQ2a,SEQ2b) or to their parallel execution (AND). How-
ever, the film-based variant can be selected only if at least parts of the project
were shot on film. This is enforced by Req. 1, while Req. 2 ensures OR3 to be
configured the same way as OR2, since they share the same incoming/outgoing
branches. As a result, we can impose requirements only on the split, as the
join connector will be configured accordingly. Note that we could have defined
(OR2,OR3) ∈ OC to specify that OR2 should be configured before OR3. How-
ever the partial order is just a suggestion, and does not compel OR3 to behave
as OR2. Therefore Req. 2 is needed.
In post-edit, the project is finished for delivery on tape, film, new media
or any combination of these formats. The overall finishing process varies on
the basis of the delivery media and may involve further tasks, according to the
configuration choices made before. A Film-based cut is an expensive activity.
Therefore, if performed, it must lead at least to a Film finish. This is guaranteed
by Req. 3 attached to connector OR4. In fact, if the Film-based branch is enabled
by OR2, then function Film finish will be executed either if OR4 is equal to
AND or SEQ4b. However, if the cut has been done only in the online suite, then
a further task, modeled by configurable function Record Digital Film Master, is
needed to transfer the editing results to the so-called ‘film master’. This is stated
in Req. 4. Analogously, Telecine transfer is used only if the cut is film-based and
if at least a finish on tape or new media is expected. This behavior is enforced
by Req. 5, attached to configurable functions Tape finish and New media finish.
These two functions belong to the outgoing branch SEQ4a of OR4; thus Req. 6
ensures that SEQ4a is activated if at least one of these two functions has been
set to ON . Req. 7 guarantees that at least one finish medium is selected, as
New media Finish must be set to ON , if no film nor tape finish is desired (i.e.
if OR4 = SEQ4a). Finally, Req. 8 imposes OR5 to take the same value as OR4.
For simplicity’s sake we did not consider those configuration alternatives
involving run-time choices (XOR,OR,OPT ) and implied the existence of further
requirements to avoid such alternatives. Nonetheless, this is an example of how
interdependencies over configurable nodes can be complex and intricate when
the model refers to a real configuration scenario. In such cases, model-based
configurations may turn out to be unacceptably arduous. Moreover, domain
experts – supposed to be in charge of the configuration – are likely to be unaware
of business process notations, as in the screen business case. In order to tackle
these issues, in the next section we propose a new approach to configuration.
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4 Approach
4.1 Questionnaire-driven Configuration
We propose to represent choices independently of specific notations or languages,
by means of a set of facts, representing the space of possible answers to a set
of questions. Questions can be answered solely requiring domain expertise, via
an interactive questionnaire that guides the configuration, by posing only the
relevant questions in an order consistent with the interdependencies.
Let us examine the approach in detail. To us making a choice corresponds
to setting a fact within a question. Facts are simply statements such as “tape
shooting” or “film finish”. Initially they are unset while at run-time they can be
asserted or negated by setting their value to true, resp. false. For example, setting
“tape shooting” = false, would mean that we are not interested in shooting on
tape. Each fact features a default value and can be marked as ‘mandatory’ if it
needs to be set explicitly. Under certain restrictions, a non-mandatory fact can
be left unset at configuration-time. In this case its default value is used instead.
Facts are grouped in questions according to their content, so that all the
facts of the same group can be set at once by answering the associated question.
Each question features at least one fact and the set of questions must cover all
the facts. Although a fact can appear in more than one question, its value can
be set only the first time, and must be preserved in all the subsequent questions
that contain it. However, the value of a fact previously set can still be changed
by rolling back the question.
A facts setting is any combination of facts values such that all the facts have
been set, either explicitly by answering questions or by using their default.
Fig. 2 depicts a possible structure of questions/facts for representing vari-
ability in Post-Production. All questions and facts are assigned a unique id and
a description. For example, facts f1 to f3 refer to typical budget ranges for a
Post-Production project, so they all are grouped in question 1 asking for the
estimated project budget. Also, these facts are mandatory as we want users to
explicitly answer q1. Indeed, the choice of budget is rather important as it affects
the Post-Production phase overall. Default values have been assigned in order to
reflect the typical choices made in a medium budget project, pitched for cinema
and home video distribution. Hence, f2 in q1 has default value equal to true
as well as f4 and f6 in q2, which relates to the primary distribution channels,
and so on for the other facts. Other questions would allow users to choose the
shooting media (q3) and the shooting format (q6, q7), the type of cut (q4) and
the expected deliverables (q5).
Questions can be connected via two different types of dependencies. De-
pendencies determine a partial order for posing questions to users, and can be
arbitrary as long as undesired cycles are avoided. A simple dependency (dashed
arrow in Fig. 2) is used when a question “may” depend on another, whilst a
strict dependency (plain arrow) is used to model a compulsory order over two
questions. For example in Fig. 2, q3 allows users to choose the shooting media
between tape (f9) and film (f10). This question “simply” depends on q1 and q2,
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q7: What Film format has 
been shot?
f19: 16mm film
f20: 35mm film
f21: 65mm film
q4: How is the Picture Cut to 
be performed?
f12: Film-based cut
f11: Online cut
q5: Which are the expected 
deliverables?
f13: Tape finish
f14: Film finish
f15: New Media finish
q1: What is the allocated 
budget for the project?
f1: Low (≤ 250,000 US)
f2: Medium ( 250,000 US, ≤ 1.5mil US)
f3: High ( 1.5mil US)
q2: What are the primary 
distribution channels?
f4: Cinema
f5: TV
f6: Home
f7: Mobile
f8: Internet
T
M mandatory fact
fact true by default
simple dependency
strict dependency
mapping question-fact
fact
question
q3: Which shooting media 
have been used?
f10: Film shooting
f9: Tape shooting
q6: What Tape format
has been shot?
f16: Analogue tape
f17: SD digital tape
f18: HD digital tape
T M
M
M
T
T
T
M
T M
T M
M
T M
T
Fig. 2. A possible structure of questions/facts for the Post-Processing example.
viz., it can be posed only after answering at least one of q1 and q2. On the other
hand, q6 – where the tape format is determined – strictly depends on q3, as it is
reasonable to make this choice only after deciding on the shooting media which
includes tape as possible alternative (f9). Although not shown in this example,
dependencies can also be defined over facts, by following the same rules.
Dependencies provide a means for ordering questions but do not affect facts
values. Answering a question in a given way may restrict the allowed answers to
subsequent questions, and not all combinations of answers may lead to valid facts
settings. We model interdependencies over facts values as a set of constraints in
propositional logic, used to restrict the number of possibilities. A facts setting
is thus a configuration if and only if it complies with the constraints.
The following constraints, drawn from the analysis of the Post-Production
phase, refer to the facts of Fig. 2:1
C1: f1 ∨˙ f2 ∨˙ f3 C2: f1 ⇒ ¬(f10 ∨ f14) C3: f2 ⇒ ¬f10
C4: f4 ∨ f5 ∨ f6 ∨ f7 ∨ f8 C5: f4 ⇒ f14 C6: f5 ⇒ f13
C7: f6 ⇒ (f13 ∨ f15) C8: (f7 ∨ f8)⇒ f15 C9: f9 ∨ f10
C10: f11 ∨ f12 C11: ¬f10 ⇒ ¬f12 C12: f13 ∨ f14 ∨ f15
C13: (f16 ∨˙ f17 ∨˙ f18)⇔ f9 C14: ¬(f16 ∨ f17 ∨ f18)⇔ ¬f9 C15: f12 ⇒ f14
C16: (f19 ∨˙ f20 ∨˙ f21)⇔ f10 C17: ¬(f19 ∨ f20 ∨ f21)⇔ ¬f10.
Let us go through some of them. For example, C1 ensures that exactly one fact
is asserted in q1, as a project places itself only in a specific budget range. On the
other hand, due to C4, more than one distribution channel can be selected in q2,
as it makes sense for a project to have multiple releases (e.g. TV and Home).
1 ∨˙ indicates the exclusive disjunction (XOR), a commutative and associative relation.
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We said that due to the costs involved, a film-based cut would be worthwhile if
it implied a subsequent finish on film. This is captured by C15, affecting the way
q4 and q5 can be answered. In truth, as per C2, a low budget choice (f1 = true)
implies no shooting on film nor release on film is possible (f10, f14 = false). As
a result, for low budgets a film-based cut is not allowed either (C11).
Dependencies and constraints are not overlapping concepts. They rather com-
plement each other, as shown by C11 over f10 and f12. These two facts occur
in q3 resp. q4, but the questions do not depend on each other. Thus, by setting
f10 to false, f12 is forced to false too, although we could have already negated
the latter by answering q4 before q3. In this case, only a constraint is used to
achieve the desired behavior. On the other hand, as per C13, (exactly) one tape
format can be chosen in q6, if and only if tape has been selected as shooting
medium in q3 (f9 = true). Otherwise, no tape format can be specified (C14).
Anyhow, q6 cannot be answered before q3. In such a case, dependencies and con-
straints work together to ensure the shooting format being decided only after
the shooting medium, and according to its type.
When such a structure is used for configuring a configurable reference process
model, a mapping between facts and variation points needs to be defined, so that
certain actions are performed on the model in order to reflect the values chosen
for facts. Therefore, we hereafter formalize the above concepts towards a rigorous
definition of the mapping.
4.2 Formal Definition of Configuration Models
Due to space limitations, this section presents only a reduced definition of Con-
figuration Model (CM), which is the formal underpinning to our approach. The
complete definitions, technical details and proofs can be found in [14].
Definition 4 (Reduced Configuration Model). A reduced configuration mo-
del is a six-tuple rCM = (F, FD, FM , Q,mapQF ,CS ) where:
– F is a finite, non-empty set of facts where a fact is a boolean variable,
– FD ⊆ F is the default setting, i.e. the set of facts whose default is asserted,
– FM ⊆ F is the set of mandatory facts,
– Q is a finite (non-empty) set of questions,
– mapQF ∈ Q → P(F ) \ {∅} is a function mapping questions onto sets of
facts, such that
⋃
q∈QmapQF (q) = F ,
2
– CS ⊆ P(F ) is the set of the allowed settings of the facts in F , such that
FD ∈ CS, i.e. the default setting is always allowed.
Elements of CS are those facts settings that satisfy all the constraints, where only
the facts asserted are present in each element. Hence, if a fact is not contained
in a clause of CS , it follows that the fact is negated in that setting. Also, as
the default setting must be always allowed, set CS is non-empty. The definition
of set CS has been used to construct a set of functions for detecting possible
2 P indicates a power set.
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conflicts over facts constraints at design-time, and for dynamically restricting
the space of available configurations at run-time. Those definitions can be found
in [14]. An implementation of these concepts is discussed in Section 5.
A configuration σ of CM is thus a facts setting whose truth values form
exactly an element of cs, i.e. a facts setting that does not violate the constraints.
4.3 Mapping C-EPCs to Configuration Models
We propose a simple method to define a mapping between a C-EPC and a
questionnaire-driven configuration model. The idea is to assign a boolean func-
tion over the facts of the configuration model, to each configuration a variation
point can assume in the C-EPC. For example, the first configurable node in the
C-EPC process of Fig. 1, OR1, according to the type of shooting medium, can
be set to AND (for both tape and film), SEQ1a (for tape only) and SEQ1b (for
film only). In the configuration model of Fig. 2 this would correspond to answer
q3 (Which shooting media have been used? ) with both f9, f10 = true in the first
case, with only f9 = true in the second case, and with only f10 = true in the
third (where f9 is Tape shooting and f10 is Film shooting). This is equivalent to
checking whether f9∧f10, or f9∧¬f10, or ¬f9∧f10 holds against a given config-
uration over facts, obtained by answering the questions shown in Fig. 2. Thus,
we assign each of these functions to the corresponding configuration of OR1.
The remaining configuration alternatives of OR1, not allowed by the model (i.e.
OR,XOR), are simply given a false function.
The only requirement for a mapping between a C-EPC and configuration
model to be unambiguous is that, for any facts configuration, exactly one boolean
function should evaluate to true for each variation point in the model. This way
we avoid a facts configuration that may lead to zero or more than one alternative
for a variation point. In the above example this is enforced by C9, which excludes
the fourth combination ¬f9 ∧ ¬f10 as a possible condition of facts values.
Once each variation point has been configured with a proper configuration
value, an action, attached to that value, has to be performed on the C-EPC net
so as to reflect the values chosen for facts.
A formalization of the mapping is given in Definition 5.
Definition 5 (CF-Mapping, Valid CF-Mapping, Actions, CA-Mapping).
Let C-EPC = (E,F,C, l, A, FC , CC , OC , RC , GC) be a configurable EPC, lC ∈
(FC → {ON ,OFF ,OPT}) ∪ (CC → CT ∪ CTS ) a configuration of C-EPC,
and let rCM = (F, FD, FM , Q, mapQF ,CS ) be a reduced configuration model.
For each configurable node cn ∈ CC ∪ FC :
– Lcn = {lC(cn) | valid(lC)} is the set of all the configurations of C-EPC for
a given cn,
– mapcnCF ∈ Lcn → BF is a CF-Mapping, i.e. a function mapping a configura-
tion of cn to a boolean function defined over F ,
– ϕ ≡ ∨v∈CS (∧f∈v f ∧ ∧f∈F\v ¬f) is a boolean function evaluating to true
if there exist constraints over F ,
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– valid(mapcnCF ) holds iff, under the assumption that constraints over F ex-
ist, for every configurable node exactly one configuration holds, i.e. iff ϕ ⇒∨˙
e∈Lcn (map
cn
CF (e)) is a tautology,
– Act is a finite set of actions, corresponding to modifications in the C-EPC
model in order to reflect choices made over facts,
– mapcnCA ∈ Lcn → Act is a function assigning an action to each configuration
lC of cn.
Given a configuration σ of CM , for each configurable node cn of C-EPC, an
action a related to a configuration lC of cn is performed if and only if the
boolean function associated to lC evaluates to true taking the values assigned to
facts in σ. As functions exclude each other, only one action per variation point
can be executed.
The following table shows for each configurable node in the C-EPC example
of Fig. 1, the associated boolean function defined over the facts of Fig 2.
Configurable node Configuration Boolean function
cn lC(cn) mapcnCF (l
C(cn))
OR1
AND f9 ∧ f10
SEQ1a f9 ∧ ¬f10
SEQ1b ¬f9 ∧ f10
OR false
XOR false
OR2
AND f11 ∧ f12
SEQ2a f11 ∧ ¬f12
SEQ2b ¬f11 ∧ f12
OR false
XOR false
OR3 same as OR2
OR4
AND (f13 ∧ f14) ∨ (f12 ∧ ¬f13 ∧ f15)
SEQ4a (f13 ∧ ¬f14) ∨ (¬f13 ∧ ¬f14 ∧ f15)
SEQ4b (¬f13 ∧ f14 ∧ ¬f15) ∨ (¬f12 ∧ ¬f13 ∧ f14)
OR false
XOR false
OR5 same as OR4
Telecine transfer
ON (¬f11 ∧ f13) ∨ (¬f11 ∧ f15)
OFF ¬((¬f11 ∧ f13) ∨ (¬f11 ∧ f15))
OPT false
Record Digital Film Master
ON ¬f12 ∧ f14
OFF ¬(¬f12 ∧ f14)
OPT false
Tape finish
ON f13
OFF ¬f13
OPT false
New media finish
ON f15
OFF ¬f15
OPT false
Table 1. Mapping configuration alternatives for the Post-Production example.
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We can see that some facts have a 1-1 mapping with C-EPC variation points
(e.g. f13, f15). In general though, a fact can have a wider impact on the process
model (1-N). Consider for example f1 (low budget). Although this fact does
not appear in any function in the above table, if asserted, it would affect a
number of configuration nodes due to C2 and C11. Namely all the variation
points whose boolean functions feature ¬f10,¬f12,¬f14. This would lead to the
following configuration: OR1 = SEQ1a,OR2 = OR3 = SEQ2a,OR4 = OR5 =
SEQ4a, where all the branches of the C-EPC model involving an activity related
to film have been denied.
In general, the more impact a fact has on successive facts, the more variation
points in the process model are likely to be affected. This depends on the way
both constraints over facts and boolean functions have been defined.
Facts 16 to 21 – regarding the shooting formats for tape and film – are the
only ones that do not affect any variation point, neither directly nor indirectly.
Thus, they do not appear in any boolean function of Tab. 1. Indeed these facts
influence those variation nodes occurring in the sub-processes of functions Pre-
pare Tape for edit and Prepare Film for edit, that are not shown in Fig. 1.
It is up to the designer to consider all the configuration requirements of
a C-EPC model, in order to build the right set of boolean functions. In the
following section we present an implementation which, among others, ensures
the consistency of boolean functions with respect to the constraints over the
facts of a configuration model.
5 Tool Support
With the purpose of validating our questionnaire-driven approach from a practi-
cal perspective, we implemented a set of tools during the course of this research.
Each tool is a stand-alone application responsible for specific tasks in the config-
uration process. However, when combined, the tools provide end-to-end support
for reference process model configuration, from the collection of the answers via
questionnaires, to the release of a configured process model. So far we only sup-
port the C-EPC language, but the architecture is such that new modules for new
configurable process notations can be easily plugged in. Due to space limitations
we just present an overview of the architecture, without entering into the details
of the implementation.3 Fig. 3 depicts the architecture.
The Quaestio tool takes an XML serialization of a configuration model as
input and guides the configuration interactively, by posing only the relevant
questions in an order consistent with the interdependencies. The implemen-
tation embodies an existing, very efficient BDD calculator,4 based on Binary
Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [4], to dynamically check answers against the con-
straints. Questions can be answered by users or automatically by the system
(using defaults), and they can be rolled back.
3 Downloadable from http://sky.fit.qut.edu.au/~dumas/ConfigurationTool.zip
4 Downloadable from http://www-verimag.imag.fr/~raymond/tools/bddc-manual
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Configuration
(.xml)
C-EPC mapping
(.cmap)
C-EPC model
(.epml)
Configured C-EPC
(.epml)
EPC
(.epml)
Quaestio tool
answers
C-EPC-2-CM tool C-EPC-to-configured-C-EPC tool
Post-processing tool
Configuration Model
(.cml)
Fig. 3. The software architecture of the tools implemented.
The C-EPC-2-CM tool allows designers to define boolean functions over the
facts of a configuration model, and to link them to the variation points of a
C-EPC net, whose EPML5 serialization is taken as input. This tool uses the
BBD calculator to check whether the functions assigned to the configuration
values of each variation point are in mutual exclusion, so as to generate only
valid mappings.
The C-EPC-to-configured-C-EPC tool takes as input a configuration over
facts generated by Quaestio, the EPML of the C-EPC model, and the mapping
linking the C-EPC to the corresponding configuration model. It gives as output
an EPML representation of a configured C-EPC, where each configurable node
has been marked with a configuration value, according to the EPML syntax for
C-EPC presented in [10]. This artifact is then post-processed by a tool imple-
menting the derivation algorithm presented in [11]. The output of the latter is
a syntactically correct EPC model.
Fig. 4 depicts the EPC model resulting from the application of configuration
σ = {f1,¬f2,¬f3,¬f4,¬f5,¬f6, f7, f8, f9,¬f10, f11,¬f12,¬f13,¬f14, f15, ...} to
the Post-Production C-EPC model.6 This configuration corresponds to a low
budget project shooting on tape, performing an online cut and releasing on the
new mediaMobile and Internet. According to the mapping of Tab. 1, the C-EPC
variation points assume the following configuration values:OR1 = SEQ1a,OR2 =
OR3 = SEQ2a,OR4 = OR5 = SEQ4a,Telecine transfer = OFF , Record Digital
Film Master = OFF , Tape finish = OFF , New media finish = ON .
6 Related Work
Conceptual support for adapting reference models is not prevalent in the field of
IS. Existing approaches exhibit a heterogenous set of methods for reusing refer-
ence models but do not provide formalized support to abstract from the model
during the configuration process. Process alternatives are depicted as process
specializations in [18]. For their activation, these specializations are linked to
5 http://wi.wu-wien.ac.at/~mendling/EPML
6 The model is shown in the EPC Tools, http://wwwcs.upb.de/cs/kindler/
Forschung/EPCTools.
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Fig. 4. The EPC for low-budget Post-Productions, obtained from the C-EPC of Fig. 1.
conditions expressed in questions. However, dependencies and constraints be-
tween questions cannot be expressed. Following a domain engineering approach,
[13] defines so-called stereotypes to specify the multiple appearance of model
elements. The model instantiation is not supported by any abstraction from the
actual model. There are also no means to depict dependencies and constraints.
Reference model adaptation mechanisms have been introduced in [5]. Among
others, these include logical terms and attributes that are linked to model ele-
ments to indicate which sections are not relevant for a specific application sce-
nario and have thus to be removed. The approach supports the configuration
apart from the actual model. However, it does not address the definition of
management questions, particularly not their dependencies and relationships.
Consequently, existing approaches to reference model adaptation support con-
figuration but still require users to be model experts in order to perform it.
However, as we shown in this paper, there are scenarios where this is unfeasible,
due to the complexity of interdependencies of configuration decisions and the
degree of variability.
Our work is also related to questionnaire systems. A range of commercial
products supports the creation of online questionnaires. They rely on the notion
of question flows and support dependencies among questions but lack support to
capture constraints among them [12]. Form definition languages like XForms [6]
support both dependencies and constraints but are impractical for our purpose as
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they define constraints in a first-order logic language which hampers an efficient
computational analysis.
The field of Software Configuration Management deals with models and lan-
guages to capture how a collection of available options impact the way a software
system is built from a set of components. For a comparison between our proposal
and existing work in this area, refer to [14].
7 Conclusion
In this paper we showed how a formalized approach to questionnaire-driven
model configuration can be applied to the configuration of reference process
models. We do not claim that questionnaire-driven configuration will substitute
configurable reference models. Rather, we suggest the combined use of both.
While modeling languages for configurable reference modeling such as C-
EPCs support the specification of variation points and alternatives, interactive
questionnaires facilitate the configuration process itself by abstracting from the
actual model. To demonstrate this, we have implemented a toolset that generates
interactive questionnaires for model configuration, and a mapping between C-
EPCs and facts gathered by these questionnaires.
Future research has to show that our approach can be applied to other mod-
eling languages as well. As an example, we are currently developing a new config-
urable process language, based on the YAWL environment [2]. This is a suitable
area to apply the results of our research, due to YAWL’s comprehensive support
for the workflow control-flow patterns [3].
The need for abstracting the configuration from actual models can be argued
as follows. First, the model user is not required to have extensive knowledge of
both the domain and the reference model. Second, when variation points are
added to a model, configuration complexity increases dramatically and, thus,
configuring the model without any means of abstraction gets close to unmanage-
able. Regarding this research, some limitations have to be pointed out. First, the
actual impact of questionnaire-based configuration on the modeling process has
not been empirically investigated. Second, in this paper we have not elaborated
on the relationship between the construction of configurable reference models
and the construction of interactive questionnaires. The question still remains
whether the questionnaire or the reference model should be constructed first.
Alternatively, this could be an iterative process in which the reference model
construction influences the questionnaire and vice versa.
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